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Phunk´s ALBS Waldorf Knobs Bulk Order #1
2011

This is the 1st 2011 bulk order for the ALBS Waldorf Knobs used by Wilba on his famous MB6582.

At the moment you can choose between black/transparent (Drehknopf DK16-190V3 A.6/4,5
AT=14 schwarz soft-transparent klar) and black/red (Drehknopf DK16-190V3 A.6/4,5 AT=14
schwarz soft-rot). If there is enough interest for other colors and we get over the min. amount i
order them aswell.
Forum thread for this bulk order:
http://midibox.org/forums/topic/15118-albs-waldorf-knobs-bulk-order-1-2011/
Forum pre order thread for this bulk order:
http://midibox.org/forums/topic/15043-wtb-waldorf-knobs/

General information - Read carefully

Each knob will cost 1,05€.1,13€ Please read in the Bulk thread why (written confirmation by
ALBS).

Please order in multiples of 5 only. If you dont, I will round it up for you ;)

Payment is accepted via PayPal only, since it is secure, fast, international and comprehensible.
Paypal fees will be calculated individually and put on top (standard MB paypal fee = 3,5%).

Actual shipping costs will be calculated individually depending on the # of knobs, the
destination and the type of dispatch. Shipping examples for up to 70 knobs, standard shipping
(uninsured, not traceable):
Germany 2.40€
Europe 3.65€
Worldwide 3.65€.
Priority shipping (insured, traceble) adds +3.45€
For orders with a higher number of knobs these prices may change.
Knobs will be shipped in paperboard boxes preventing them from scratches and damage.

Order #1 2011 is in the pre order stage at the moment.

( Updated )Timeframe for order #1 2011 (02/08/2011)

Please read here: http://midibox.org/forums/topic/15118-albs-waldorf-knobs-bulk-order-1-2011/
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KNOBS ARE ORDERED

Pre orders will be accepted till January 20th 2011. This Bulk is now closed.
PMs have been sent January 21th February 10th 2011.
Paypal invoices have been sent January 28th February 15th.
Payments will be accepted till February <del>5th 22nd 2011</del>. All Payments received.
Knobs will be have been ordered from ALBS February 6th 21st 2011. IF on STOCK repacked
and shipped to destination in the following week. IF NOT ON STOCK you will get updates in
the FORUMS.

How to order Knobs (Dont edit this page. Bulk is closed)

Simply edit this page and put your name and quantity down on the list and update the total. Use your
full and correct forum name, so I can reach you via PM. Do not edit anything else on this page.

By putting your name on the list you agree to the terms and conditions described here:
www.midibox.org/dokuwiki/nils_bulk_terms

Username # black/transparent # black/red # black/white
iZZE 15 15 -
hawkeye 50 - -
philetaylor 30 - -
Phunk 15 - -
orange_hand 30 30 15
Wilba 60 - -
gtxdude 30 30 20
Hurolura 100 - -
olga42 60 30 -
altitude 50 - -
starfire 10 - 15
dmagic 15 - -
technobreath 20 30 -
Toadstool 30 30 10
kristal= 20 - -
kroutshev 15 15 -
skunks 20 - -
mburch 25 - -
Elop 25 - -
psyreactor 40 60 -
benuron - - 10
1010 15 15 -
moduku 30 30 -
snoozr - - 20
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Username # black/transparent # black/red # black/white
Jack 100 - -
nebula 20 5 -
dnode 30 20 -
davebauer 30 45 45
audax_axon 15 - -
tim_pugh - 50 -
Total 900 405 135

!!One last thing - important!!

Running a bulk involves some work. Please think about whether you really want the knobs, whether
you have the money when demanded and whether you agree on the terms stated before putting your
name here. I will not send you more than one PM and one invoice and I will not extend the deadlines
for both because you accidently missed it for whatever reason (vacations, spam filter, lost job, broken
car, broken arm, hurricane, dengue fever, etc.). Instead i will strike your name off that list. Anyway if
an unregistered package get´s lost it will not be replaced (that has never happened though).

* Quote WILBA: “STFU, read your email daily, pay when asked, if it doesn't arrive, STFU.”
[citation] -I think I was taken out of context here -Wilba
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